
Image captioning (IC) task consists on using an image 

to  generate a natural language description of the scene

a girl stands on the beach 
with a horse 

a little boy flying his kite 
in the yard

{girl blowing out 
the candle on an 
ice cream}; ... ;

{two people riding 
a motorcycle 

 with backpack 
down a street}

Images Algorithm Captions

Image captioning applications:  

    virtual assistants 

    support of the disabled

 

    image classification 

    social media

Traditional  cameras are used to 

acquire   high-fidelity    images. 

However, the acquired images may 

contain    privacy-sensitive    data.

Traditional works have addressed the image captioning 

problem with DNN, CNN, RNN and LSTM 

networks for processing long sequences [1].

We propose an Encoder-Decoder network arquitecture optimized in an end-to-end 

approach to design a camera that preserves the privacy and generate captions. 

We add aberrations to the 

lens to obtain privacy 

protection and perform IC.

Our optimization process 

has two parts: 

   Optical Encoder: 

   hardware-level privacy 

   protection. 

   Decoder: CNN (Feature 

   learning) + LSTM 

   (Caption generator).

Formally, we formulate our optimization problem by combining two goals: to acquire 

privacy-preserving images and to perform IC with high accuracy.

Zernike PolynomialsWe optimize the PSF by learning 

to add optical aberrations to the 

system [2].

We compare our 

method (2PSC) 

against two traditional 

privacy-preserving 

approaches: Defocus 

and Low-Resolution  

cameras.

1. Non-privacy: We trained the face detection 

model from scratch with original images.
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2. Training: We trained the face detection 

model from scratch using blurred images.

3. Pre-trained: We evaluated the previous 

experiment (Non-privacy) on blurred images

4. Fine-tuning: We perform fine-tuning on 

the Non-privacy experiment using the 

blurred images.

End-to-end Optimization
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We train our proposed approach on the COCO 2014 dataset and evaluate on the 

val2014 set.

Datasets and Metrics

Captioning Face Recognition Image uality

To measure image 

degradation, we use the 

peak-signal-to-noise ratio 

(PSNR). We expect to 

achieve the lowest value

We implement the 

RetinaFace network to 

measure privacy.  

We measure its performance 

in terms of  the ROC curve.

To evaluate captions, we use

the BLEU and Meteor 

metrics. With values closer 

to 100 representing more 

similar texts.
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